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•LA CANADA is an unincorporated community in the County of Los Angeles which has 
developed an identity of its own through strong community desire and action. It lies 
on a narrow bench of the San Gabriel Mountains a few miles north of the Rose Bowl in 
Pasadena. The community and others beyond it are served by Foothill Boulevard, a 
high type four-lane conventional highway which, unfortunately, is seriously overcrowded. 

Interstate 210, the Foothill Freeway, was planned as pa:ct of the metropolitan free
way network to serve the growing suburbs of Los Angeles between San Bernardino and 
San Fernando and to relieve the pressure on Foothill Boulevard. 

La Canada's bench is the only feasible location for one section of the freeway: The 
community objected strenuously, however, to any consideration of alternate routes in 
the highway corridor which passes across the bench. 

Planning for, and adoption of, the Foothill Freeway in,volved 18 communities and 
two counties over its 46-mile length. By Division of Highways' policy, agreement on 
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job which was made even more critical by the completion deadline for the Interstate 
System. 

The controversy which developed in La Canada severely tested the strength of the 
concept of intergovernmental cooperation and, in microcosm, displayed all the prob
lems attendant on coexistence in the highway corridor. 

What cooperative arrangements are necessary to insure peaceful coexistence in 
such situations? How can the various agencies invcflved be effectively coordinated? 
What kind of problems arise as a result of land-use changes and how are they handled? 
What developments are possible in urban areas which can help insure optimum tranR
portation service and proper development of urban communities? These are some of 
the questions which highway planners and urban planners are asking today. 

In a situation such as that revolving around La Canada, where one communiLy uul 
of 18, interested only in a short six miles of a total 46-mile route, could effectively 
delay planning and construction for an extended period of time, intergovernmental 
cooperation is a key issue. This, of course, is the kind of situation state highway 
departments were created to resolve. 

The first question that should be asked then is whether one small community should 
be permitted to delay construction of a facility designed to serve several in which 
the majority are agreed on the basic concept and where need has been demonstrated. 
In other words, should intergovernmental cooperation be forced? At present it is not 
in California. 

Cooperation is voluntary, but it is e;i~erly s011~ht in 011r Rtate. RMorP. rrn1t.P. Rh1cliP.R 
are started written notices are given to each local legislator, to the appropriate local 
governing bodies and to affected local, state and Fede1·al departments. Preliminary 
meetings are then held with local officials and their technical and planning staffs to 
announce studies, receive preliminary information and set the stage for continuing 
cooperation. 

Notices of studies and meetings are given to local news media, and following this, 
if requested or if felt necessary, meetings may be scheduled with local civic groups 
such as garden clubs, Chambers of Commerce, homeowners' associations, etc. 
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It is the intent of these initial efforts that route studies be conducted in an atmos
phere of close cooperation. In keeping with this, our district offices are directed to 
hold frequent meetings with local bodies "to correlate with their planning, to exchange 
information and to resolve possible points of conflict." 

In the same directive, it is noted that in some instances, at the time of public hearing, 
evidence of conflict of planning is introduced, as in La Canada. It goes on to say that 
this appears to indicate a lack of cooperation at the local level. 

California has its problems in this regard even, it seems, as do other states. At 
the Sagamore Conference on Highways and Urban Development in 1958, apparent lack 
of cooperation was the Conference's basic finding. In 1962 at the Hershey Conference 
on Freeways in the Urban Setting, a basic stimulus was a continuing difference in 
points of view and approach which constituted a handicap to orderly progress in urban 
communities. 

The task of coordinating diverse points of view has been given to the Division of 
Highways and the California Highway Commission in our state. In my opinion this 
procedure is preferable to vesting such power in any other administrative group. The 
pressure of necessity keeps planning moving when the responsible agency is in charge. 
It seems unlikely that any other system could insure equal progress. 

Freeway planning must necessarily start w·ith lines on paper oriented to heavily 
traveled streets, missing major buildings, following traffic desire lines, and trying 
to follow lines of least cost. Then, however, three basic points of view can create 
conflict. Traffic planners understandably try to connect centers of activity; land-use 
planners try to organize activities and prevent nonhomogeneous encroachments such as, 
on occasion, highways, and the visual synthesizers attempt to bring the traffic facility 
into harmony with its environment. More often than not refusal to rationalize these 
three divergent viewpoints is a basic cause of conflict. 

The dialogue is currently most heated between traffic planners and visual synthesis 
proponents. Citizen opposition seldom centers on freeway efficiency, but usually in
volves either selfish considerations or questions of aesthetic judgment. Both were 
major issues in La Canada. 

Selfish considerations will be present to a greater or lesser extent in any route 
location proposal. Sound public relations, an unarbitrary approach to evaluation of 
alternatives, and special efforts to develop close working relationships with local 
public and private groups seem to be the only panaceas which can minimize controversy 
in this regard. In La Canada, none of these worked. 

Questions of aesthetic judgment can only be handled individually by study and com
promise. In La Canada, our own design engineers worked very closely with local 
civic groups to achieve a pleasing appearance. In San Francisco, for two separate 
freeway plans, two firms of landscape architectural consultants were hired to assist 
in the production of imaginative and pleasing designs. In Sacramento, in a difficult 
location situation, equally prominent engineering and city planning consultants were 
retained to assist with location and design. 

A question which inevitably arises in these situations is how far a state highway 
department should go in expending planning funds to achieve local agreement on a 
routing. \Ve have no answer other than to suggest that such problems require applica
tion of the highest level of administrative judgment. 

In urban areas, two basic problems exist which aggravate fitting the freeway to its 
environment. In a recent publication entitled, "The View from the Road" the following 
paragraph categorized one problem: 

The driving experience can now be described as being a sequence played 
to the eyes of a captive, somewhat fearful, but partially inattentive 
audience, whose vision is filtered and directed forward. It is a sequence 
which must be long, yet reversible and interruptible. 

We are attempting to increase the pleasure of the driving experience by intensive, 
Division-wide training in aesthetic principles and by requiring, where appropriate, 
specific discussion of aesthetic qualities in project reports. In addition, each of our 
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offices now has a permanent Aesthetic Review Committee which comments on this 
aspect of all plans. The aesthetic problem is compounded by the fact that once the 
road is properly placed, if this formidable task can in fact be accomplished, the view 
from it can be quickly changed by uncontrolled development within the highway corridor. 

One potential solution to this complicating problem has been suggested. The sug
gesters note that land-use zoning is an imperfect device and offer instead what is called 
the Planned Unit Development Approach. This would allow a local jurisdiction to ex
ercise judgment and control over quality and character of development in a planning 
proposal, in addition to its control over land use. It is viewed as a much more flexible 
tool as opposed to the rather negative practice of zoning. 

Unfortunately, no jurisdiction, to my knowledge, has attempted to implement the 
Planned Unit Development Approach. I am sure you can appreciate the potential legal 
problems inherent in such an approach however desirable it might be. 

The second problem is the view of the road rather than from it, and this can be 
handled only by sensitive, perceptive designers highly trained to consider an aesthetic 
approach to their art. 

Conflicts between traffic planners and land-use planners are on their way to being 
solved as both professions become more sophisticated and as more communities be
come involved in the planning process. In California, the planning staff of the City of 
Los Angeles is leading all other communities in planting guideposts for other planners 
to follow. 

In February 1965, the City Planning Staff issued a report on land-use considerations 
adjacent to freeway ramps. In May 1966, the report was broadened to include land use 
adjoining freeways and their ramps. The report included ten "General Criteria for 
Freeway Route Location" which laid a base for excellent cooperation between the state 
and the ccmmunit~{. 

In February 1966, the city first utilized the criteria to evaluate a major route 
proposal for 14. 6 miles of freeway, requiring displacement of over 2, 000 family 
units and costing $122 million. The planning report stated that none of the alternate 
routes were completely satisfactory but that the route recommended by the State 
Highway Engineer had the most advantages and fewest drawbacks. 

The lack of controversy which has so far characterized this route location proposal 
is in part the happy result of early and thorough cooperation, in part the result of both 
the city and the state knowing what needed to be achieved in the community, and in part 
the fact that only two governmental units were involved. 

In those many instances where more than one community is crossed by a route a 
relatively new device being tested in both Northern and Southern California may prove 
helpful. In the San Francisco Bay Area, the Association of Bay Area Governments 
(ABAG) has been formed to deal with transportation and other problems of mutual 
interest. Eight of nine counties and 72 of 86 cities have joined together in an attempt 
to come to agreement on area objectives, and to solve common planning problems 
which cross jurisdictional lines. 

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is now being formed 
for the same basic purpose. 

You can surmise the delicate negotiations required for formation of such associa
tions. The sensitive question of home rule brings into play the same considerations 
which make an effective international system of justice so remote. 

Rnth ~i;;i;;nr.i~tinni:: ~rA, nf r.rn1rRA, r.nnRiclAring thA total tra.m;portation problem and 
seeking solutions which will provide a balanced system including automobile, bus, and 
rail facilities. Optimum transportation service and properly developed urban com
munities are not yet in sight, however. The solutions being proposed and considered 
are short-run, at best carrying us to 1990, only 24 years away. 

Long-run solutions require a clear definition of urban objectives with all the 
ramifications possible in a free and diverse society. One try has been made in 
Caliiun1ia Lu carry uur view1,1uiul~ iulu Lhe far tomorrow. The Governor retained a 
number of aerospace industrial consultants to think into the future and suggest direc
tions in which both private industry and government could channel planning programs. 
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In the transportation field imaginative automation was one suggestion. This involves 
a high order of development in computer technology allowing clerical employees to 
work in a computer-equipped home connected to a similarly equipped headquarters, 
thus solving part of the transportation problem by eliminating the need for it. 

Other suggestions included gravity and vacuum tubes underground and undersea, 
automatic highways and high-speed rail service. All are possible and may actually 
give direction to future planning. 

An immediate possible development which can assist in ordering the urban corridor 
is air space development planning. The Division of Highways has developed procedures 
similar to the Planned Unit Development Approach mentioned earlier. We will retain 
control over quality and style to insure compatibility of any such development with 
both the freeway and the surrounding environment. We will not necessarily allow 
areas to be awarded to high bidders but will look for that proposal which seems to 
offer the greatest community benefit. Incidentally, the community will also be given 
a full veto over proposals which they feel are incompatible. 

The necessity for this last consideration has been argued vigorously with opponents 
taking the position that such proposals on state-owned lands are under full control and 
authority of the state and should not be subject to any local veto. I leave it to you, 
however, whether or not a stand such as this will encourage intergovernmental 
cooperation. 

I have tried to touch on some of California's problems and possible solutions with 
regard to coexistence in urban corridors: the multiple community route; the traffic, 
land-use, visual planner triangle; the shifting scene from the road problem; the far 
tomorrow, and others. The problems are old ones and none of the solutions are 
really new: planned unit development; ABAG and SCAG; aerospace technology and other 
consultants; city planners who actually plan practically; multiple uses of right-of-way; 
and sensitive, perceptive design with a consideration for amenities. 

What is new, I think, is the realization finally that our problems are bigger than we 
can really handle individually. The spirit of cooperative planning suggested at Sagamore 
in 1958 and re-emphasized at Hershey in 1962 has finally seized many of us and firm 
movement toward this fundamental precept is beginning to show results in volume. 




